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and the closed-loop RMFD is given by

G(X)

=

,vr(X)b;l(X).

(14b)

The closed-loop poles are the roots of det[ gr(X)] = 0.
From the pole assignment point of view, D,(A) or its matrix coefficients
A , , i = 1;. ..r are nonunique for a required set of closed-loop poles and
associated eigenvectors. This leads to the conclusion that different feedback gains F, may result in the same s e t of closed-loop poles, but different
sets of associated eigenvectors. The nonuniqueness of selecting feedback
gains F, provides extra freedom for matching the closed-loop structural
requirements.
Let (A,, i = 1,. . ..n ) be the set of specified closed-loop poles and { L,.
i = 1,. . . , r ) be a set of m X m matrices such that

CONTROL,
VOL. AC-28,NO. 8, AUGUST 1983

The constraintsin (2) imply that the Kronecker indexes of the system in
(1) are all r’s and n = r m , and that the Luenberger’s standard controller
from [ 101 with the constraints just mentioned can be converted into the
block companion form in (3) by performing appropriate permutation of
the state vectors.
When the dimension ( n ) of the system matrix A in (1) is not equal to
r m . where r is an integer and m is the number of input, the proposed
method cannot be directly applied. A set of nondominant stable eigenvalues can be added at the diagonal entries of the system matrix A in (1) to
enlarge the dimension of A from n to ri such that i = rm. As a result. the
proposed method can be applied to obtain the block decomposition of the
modified MIMO system.
The dual results for the block obsercnble systems [2]. [8] can be derived
in the similar manner.
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Note that in general

i,,&;

i,)

The inverse of the block Vandermonde matrix V B (
. ., can be
computed by using fundamental matrix polynomials with dimensions
m x m [7]. With the selected left solvents, the closed-loop RMFD can be
decomposed into

Global Adaptive pole placement had Analysis of
a First-Order System

r

C(X)=Nr(A)b,-~(h)=

b,(XIm-i,)-’

(184

RICHARD M. JOHNSTONE AND BRIAN D. 0. ANDERSON
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Abstract -This paper studies a deterministic adaptive pole positioning
problem for a linear first-order system. The principal contribution is to
specif? an adaptive control law tvhich secures global convergence. The key
conditions required are that an externally available plant input be persistently exciting, and
an that
underbound (not necessarily tight) be known
on the magnitude of the input coupling gain. The pattern of the solution to
the problem can carry over to high-order systems.

r=l

where
r

G,=

<K,~.-J,

i = l ... r
9

.

”

.

j=l

[Kl.K,,...,K,]=[O,.Om,.”.l,]V~”(Ll.L,.”’,i,).

(18c)

Equation (18) demonstrates that the closed-loop system is decomposed
into r parallel subsystems with first degree RMFD. Thus, we have the
following result.
Theorem I : Let- the MIMO system given in (1) be completely block
controllable and ( L , , i = I: . . ,r ) be a complete set of desired left solvents
of the specified closed-loop right characteristic X-matrix. Then, a statefeedback control law u exists where u = - F,X, = - F,Tc,X such that the
closed-loop system is decomposed into r parallel subsystems with first
degree RMFD.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The characteristic X-matrix of a class of MIMO systems has been
defined, and the solvents of the characteristic X-matrix or the right block
poles of the RMFD of the MIMO systems have been introduced. Using
the state-feedback block-pole placement, a block controllable MIMO
system has been decomposed into r parallel subsystems.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the many remaining problems in adaptive control is the design
of a globally stable controller for pole positioning of a linear finite-dimen-

sional system. Many papers have developed local convergence results;
some have also alleged global convergence. or have stated global convergence results which depend upon assumptions whch are virtually uncheckable [1]-[13]. The difficulty in extending the local convergence
results to global results is usually one of explaining how to cope with
estimates of the plant parameters which, if they were the true parameters,
would indicate that the plant was either uncontrollable. unstabilizable,
overmodeled in dimension, or possessed some property of this nature.
Manuscript recelved March 15. 1982: revised Sepremher 20. 1981
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In this note, we show how the problem can be avoided by analyzing a
first-order example in detail. The key is to define an appropriate strategy
when the instantaneous estimates take on awkward' values; the strategy
will generalize to high-order plants [14], but the intuitive understanding
will be less.
In broad outline, the strategy is as follows. If the adaptive controller
gain becomes infinite, or is viewed as-becoming unacceptably large, we
replace it by a fixed gain applied for N time instants, and then a second
fixed gain for another f f time instants, before attempting to revert to the
usual gain. The integer N i s related to an interval length in a persistence of
excitation condition, and it turns out to be critical for our method that
such a condition hold. It is also important to note that the condition is
one on an externally applied input to the plant-with-feedback, as opposed
to a condition (possibly uncheckable) on the plant input, viz. the sum of
the externally applied input and the feedback.
In addition to a persistence of excitation assumption: there is one
further assumption we must make that is not so standard as to be
common to all treatments: we must know an underbound to the magnitude of the input coupling gain2 We also assume that the desired
closed-loop pole is stable. No assumption is made on the sign of the input
coupling gains. This means that our results do not totally merge with
those available for model reference adaptive controls, but are nevertheless
closely related. The divergence comes in the high-order systems generalization.

Suppose now that we know a constanf a such that Ibl> a. This is a key,
not altogether standard, but not an unreasonabl~assumption. The controller consists of the following rule. As long as Ibk(> a. then
uk = ikyk
+ uz

with Cik

"

A

+ bkkk= B

(2.9)

~ h e n ~ b ~ ~ < u , u s e k f~o_r =
j =t k? ,,k + I ; . . , k + N - 1
andkj=L2for
k , = k + x . . . , k + 2 N - 1 ; here kl and k; are two fixed but arbitrary
gains, and N is specified below. Next, at time j = k + 2 f , one reverts to
(2.9) if Ib,l >-a; otherwise for the next 2 N points, the % values of El
followed by N values of k; are again used. Since I Cik 1.1 bkl are bounded, the
rule assures that for some M,

We remark that if iohas the opposite sign of b, it is very possible that
the condition lbkl g u will be encountered. Our main result is as follows.
7'heorem: Suppose that u; satisfies the persistence of excitation condition

The plant equation is assumed to be linear so that

F,

where a and b are the unknown time-invariant plant parameters. With
given externd input u;, the control law should asymptotically position the
closed-loop pole at a prescribed 6 with 161 < 1; asymptotically then

for all k, some
and some- positive r I and x2. Then 1) uk, yk are
bounded; 2) limllOkll + 0; limlkk - ((6 - a)/b)l+ 0; and 3) the limits are
approached exponentially fast.
111. PRELIMINARY
INVESTIGATION OF PERSISTENCE OF
EXCITATION

The overall controller contains a conventional identifier and a feedback
law. Thus, suppose that we use the stochastic-approximation type estima.~
tion ~ c h e m eThen

or, if

i, = 6,

In this section, we shall present a preliminary result on persistence of
excitation. The main result, Proposition 3.1 below, depends upon two
lemmas.
Lemma 3.1: Suppose that (2.1) and (2.9) hold. Suppose also that there
, N].
exists A = [ A o such t h a t ~ A o y k + h l y k ; , _ l ~ < kc f~o r[ j + lj +
%en for k ~ [ j + 2 , j + N ] ,and with A = ~ m a x k , l , , , + , : _ I l l [ b k k bkJ+ 111,

- 6,

(3.1)
(2'4)
where 0 < p < 2, E > 0, and

Proo~~ince~h(~')~~~<cfork~[j+l,j+~],whereA
A,, + XIq-l and q-I is the backward shift operator, it follows that for
k ~ [ j + 2j ,+ N ] ,
I[-q-'b~+l+(l-aq-')]~(q-')ykl<la+b~+ll~+c=~l.

ik= [i, b,]

8,

=

[a blT

q k = [yk u k l T .

(2.5)
This implies that for k E [ j

As is known [15], the estimation scheme has the following ~roperties.
Proper@ 1:

Property -7:

or

a first-order plant. an input sain of zero is the awkward value. and corrssponds to
lack of controllability.
he algorithm of [I51 is probably not Lyapunov stable without such an assumption. So
perhaps it should be standard.
31n contrast with a conventional stochastic approximation algorithm. the gain here does
no1 go to zero. We could also have used exponentially weighted recursive least squares.

~ h [, q-'bkk

+ 2, j + N],

+ (1 - a q - ' ) I Y k + A I [- q - ' b i k -

+(l-aq-')]Yk-~l

Using (2.1) and (2.9). we can rewrite this as IAouf-l + hluf_21< cl + c2
for k E [ j + 2, j + N], which yields (3.1).
Lemma 3.2:
Ihat (2.1)
and there exists = [PO PI1'
with IIpII = 1 and Ipoyk a l u k (< d for k E [ j , j + N- I]. Then there
exists = (h, h l ) T such that lAoyk+ h I ~ j k,I-< lbld for k E [ j + 1, j +
!V] with b ( l + a Z+ b2)-'I2 < llAll< (1 + a 2 + b2)1/2.
Proof: Evidently I ~ ~ - +
~ b~q -~ ' p) l ~J <
k ~~lbldfork E [ j +1, j + N]

+
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and then from (2.1) ~ [ p-,( u p , - bpO)q-'Iykl< lbld for k E [ j + I. j +
!\'I. The conclusion folloxvs with A, = p,, A, = - up1 + bp,. the bounds
on I(XII follou5ng by minor manipulation.
Now, we can state the restricted persistence of the excitation result.
Proposition 3.1: Suppose that the plant equation (2.1) and the feedback
law (2.9) hold. Suppose that for -the values of k under consideration, Iy, I
and luhl are bounded. and that Ik,l< !M for all k. as in (2 10). If

and with A as in the statement of Lemma 3.1 if there holds

for some positive

> ={r,, t 2 , . . . } then 5,
L
?

=

(6 + i. t,+ i. - . ). Note that on S,lyhl and lukl

+re bounded (since they are bounded on 5, since u; is bounded. and since
k, is bounded). Kow suppose that $ consists of a union of intervals
[i,.I,- +-2 f --I]. Because of the way k, is chose?. there exists a subinterval
of [t,. r, + 2 A r - I] of length ,vsuch that either k, = k, on this subinterval,
or k, = k2on this subintend. or k, is chosen to satisfy ci, + b,k, = 6 on
If the latter is the case. we know that for i sufficiently
the ~ubinterval.~
large. k, nil1 be slowly varying, since Property 2 [see j2.7)]. makes this
true for ri, and b,. Thus. on the subinterval, either k h is constant or
slowly varying.
Consequently, by Proposition 3.1 (see also the Remark following the
Proposition), since u; is persistently exciting. there will be a subinterval of
length ,?i of [<, + 2 g - I] for all sufficiently large i on which -4, =
[y, u,lT \\ill be persistently exciting. Call the subinterval [i,,i, + N - I].
Then-the basic result of [I61 shows that for some constant h < 1118;,+;F-1112
< hll8;,11', and therefore, by (2.6),

<

-

n,, then

Remarks: The idea is that persistence of excitation of u* carries
provided that 1) y,. u, are
through to persistence of excitation of
bounded and 2) the time variation of the gain is suitably slow; see also
[ 161.
Proof: The upper bound is immediate. To obtain a contradiction.
suppose that the lower bound fails. Then there exists p = [p, + , l T mith
Ilpll= l such that lplyk + p2ukl
for k E [ j , j F- I]. Then by
Lemma3.2, thereexistsh=[h, ~ , ] ~ s u c h t h a t ~ h +, yA, , y k l l < ~ b l f i
for k ~ [ j + l , j + N ] By
. Lemma3.1, thisimpliesfor k E [ j + l , j + N
- 11,

+

in
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for i > some i,. It follows that 11i1,11 0 exponentially fast. But this
contradicts the assumption that laIil -.p.
Case 3: Assunle that a, + 0. Suppose that kh = k, on the set I, and
- k OH rhe ser 12. We shall first show (by contradiction) that I, cai~i~ot
beaninJrlitese!-ifitis,thenonI, l a - i k + ( b - bk)kll+Owhileon I,
la - 6, t ( b - bk)&l + 0. NOWI, is a union of a number of intends of
length .hr and I, similarly. Further, the last point of any I, interval is
adjacent to the first point of an I, interval. Let f, denote the set of last
points of I, intervals. Then

-

-

and so using (3.2) and the bounds on llAll of Lemma 3.2.

This $iolates (3.3)

An Error Equation: Define the errof e, between the plant output and
an identifier output as e, = y, - $:-,I?, _ Then it is easily checked that

on

4. Also. by (2.7).

on f l . Since k,,k2 are different, it follows that la - i,l+0 and Ib - b,~
+ 0 on i,.
Then. by Property 1 [see (2.6)j and the fact that I, is infinite,
la - ci,l -t 0 and )b - bhI+ 0 for all k. But then it is impossible to have
Ib, 1 < a an infinite number of times.
Paranterer and Control Law Cor~pergerzce: Since I, is finite. it follows
that for all k from some point on. 1 bh1 > 0 . Then we could probably argue
using many approaches. Howe\,er, an efficient argument yielding the
exponentj+convergence is as f o l l o ~ ~Since
s . a, -. 0 and from some point
on ri, + bhkh= 6, we have

Then since

,.

we see using (4.7) and 161 < 1 that yk is bounded. Also, u, is bounded. The
persistence of excitation condition on u; then-translates via Proposition
3, l for suitably large k into one on
hence, 8, converges exponentially
fast to-zero [17]. then a , converges exponentially fast to zero, as does
( a + bkh)- 6.

Define

--

Case I: Assume, to obtain a contradiction. that l i p sup la, 1 # 0. Suppose that $ = (t,. t 2 . . . ) is an infinite subset of th; Zegers such that
Ipr,l + p 0. It is then easy to see by (4.1) and (4.2) and the fact that ri,,
b,, and k, are bounded. that for 0 G 7 G t,, IsI,- I < C, + C,le,,l< Cl ;t
C2maxJe,Jfor some constants CI,C2. From the boundedness of the kh
and ut. Irj.,, , I < C, + C,maxoG7G,,le,l. This and (2.8) imply (see [I51 for
a detailed argument) that e,, -. 0 and II;C,,- ,I1 is a bounded sequence.
Now. choose a subset of 5 such that each element of-the subset is
separated
by atleast 2;v- 1-instants. Call this subset 5.Next form
5 = l u L T , u -. . u L- . T , ~where
,
5,= 5 translated i steps to the right, i.e.. if

The main result is capable of generabation: variations required are a
replacement of the condition Ibl> a. o known. by knowledge of a lower
bound on the resultant of numerator and denominator polynomials, and
the use when parameter estimates are "awkrvard" of a larger number of
different constant controlled settings (depending upon the number of
4Note Lhat the two fixed gains h, and h2 need only be fired
D~fferenlvaluer ma! be used on another interval

In

any one internal.
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parameters). The calculations are much less intuitive then, but follow the
pattern of the first-order case.
Whether persistence of excitation is really needed to secure global
convergence is not known. Perhaps the question is artificial, since without
persistence of excitation, there is dubious value in most adaptive dgorithrns [lq-[19].
Another first-order problem has prescribed a reference trajectory *);
and one seeks asymptotically u = k ( q - );*)?
a + bk = 6. If a * 6 , then
the ideas of this note apply with minor variations. If a = 6, there can be
no persistence of excitation of J; for k = 0, and problems will be
encountered.

extended in a very straightforward way to the case where disturbances are
present.

Convergence theory of adaptive control schemes for systems having no
disturbances and for systems having purely indeterministic or stochastic
disturbances has been well studied (see, for example, [I] and [2]). Tiis
note considers an extension of these results to the case where purely
deterministic disturbances are present.
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In general, a linear system having purely deterministic disturbances can
be described by

Since we are only concerned with input-output properties, the model
(2.4), (2.5) can be taken to be observable without loss of generality.
However, if purely deterministic disturbances are present, then the model
mill not be controllable since, as seen in the above example, the disturbances appear as uncontrollable modes having roots on the unit circle.
We shall be interested in adaptive control algorithms of the model
reference type [3]. In particular, we shall be concerned with the question
of output tracking. A necessary condition for this is that the input-output
transfer function T ( z )= H(zI - F ) - 'G have rank equal to the number of
outputs. This clearly requires that the number of inputs be greater than or
equal to the number of outputs. For simplicity, we shall assume that the
number of inputs is equal to the number of outputs and that
det T(i)* 0

a.e.2.

(2.6)

We now show that an ARMA model (or equivalently, a row-reduced
left difference operation representation) is simply a compact way of
writing- an observable state mace model of the form (2.4).
, (2.5)
. , when
expressed in the observer canonical structure. The relationship between
observable state space models and left difference operator representations
is discussed in detail in standard texts on linear systems theory such as [4]
and 151. However, the link between state space models and difference
overator models is frequently
- .made via the transfer function. This is a
perfectly acceptable strategy for minimal state space models. However,
when the state space model is nonminimal then any uncontrollable modes
will be lost in the conversion to the transfer function. We show below that
there is a direct link between observable state space models and left
difference operator representations which preserves the uncontrollable
modes, and hence allows purely deterministic disturbances to be incorporated in the model.
Since we assume that the model (2.4). (2.5) is completely observable,
then it is \%,ellknown 151 that there dways exists a similarity transform
that converts the model into observer form having the following general
structure:
>

Adaptive Conbol Of System Having
Purely Deterministic Disturbances
GRAHAiM C. GOODWIN AND SIEW WAH CHAW
Abstract -This note presents results relating to the adaptive control of
linear time invariant systems having purely deterministic disturbances such
as sine waves, biases, etc. Two key points are made. Fist, it i s shoun that
the usual A R m model used in adaptive control can also include a
description of purely deterministic disturbances. Second, it is shown that
the existing convergence theory for adaptive control schemes can be
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